
 
 
 
 
 
 

D E S I G N E R  S P O T L I G H T  

Coastal Interior Design Is Done Best by 
These 19 AD PRO Directory Members 

 
 

If you are looking for a decorator to handle your oceanside home, these are the 
names you should consider 

By Elizabeth Stamp 

Coastal interior design bring the tranquility and natural influences of seaside locales into 

private homes. But while the style can be as relaxed as a day at the beach, many 

professionals have elevated the classic coastal look, adding touches of sophistication and 

luxury to waterfront and landlocked homes alike. Today’s coastal interior designers take 

traditional elements such as nautical nods, blue-and-white hues, wood paneling, rattan 

furnishings, linen textiles, and tropical motifs and add contemporary accents, bold colors, and 

blue-chip art to the mix. Natural beauty is a through line in the work of these design talents—

all of whom are listed on the AD PRO Directory. So whether you want a beach-y retreat or a 



polished, nautical-inspired penthouse, these examples of coastal interior design are inspiring 

and timeless. 

Natalia Miyar Atelier 

Designer and architect Natalia Miyar is all about comfort and glamour, no matter what style or 

location she’s working in. With offices in New York, London, and Miami, the designer has 

tackled a variety of coastal projects, from this lush, garden-inspired Miami home to art-filled 

modernist and rustic-meets-contemporary villas in Ibiza. Natalia Miyar Atelier prides itself on 

helping clients showcase their personal stories and passions in their homes, allowing their 

backgrounds, interests, and tastes to shine through. 

 
 

"The reception room in our Miami project is a standout because of the vibrant colors and 
patterns I used in creating the space,” says Miyar. “The room includes special pieces from my 
own collection, including the sofa, coffee table, and rug, and the vintage armchairs are in 
Dedar fabric. The room is anchored by the artwork, including a painting of the Florida 
landscape by Magnus Sodamin, and a mixed-media on board with artist’s plexi box collage by 
Pepe Mar." 
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